Abstract
To understandclimatic implicationsof aerosolsoverglobaloceans, the aerosol optical propertiesretrieved from the Sea-viewingWide Field-of-viewSensor(SeaWiFS) areanalyzed, andthe effects of theaerosolson the Earth'sradiationbudgets(aerosol radiativeforcing, ARF) arecomputedusinga radiativetransfermodel.It is found thatthe distributionof the SeaWiFS-retrieved aerosol optical thicknessis distinctively zonal.The maximumin the equatorialregioncoincideswith the IntertropicalConvergence To understandthe aerosoldistributionover globaloceans, we alsohavecomputed the globaldistribution of thedivergenceof wind. The wind field of the NCEP/NCAR reanalysisis usedin this study. Finally, the clear-skyTOA flux derivedfrom the Clouds andthe Earth'sRadiantEnergySystem(CERES) (Wielicki et al., 1996) is usedfor the comparisonwith the model-calculated solarflux at TOA.
3.Distribution of aerosoloptical thicknessover globaloceans
The SeaWiFS-retrieved aerosoloptical thicknessat0.865lam,x,, is shown in Fig. 1 for October 1997, January 1998, April 1998, and July 1998. To relate the aerosol distribution to the atmospheric circulation, the divergence of winds derived from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis is also shown in the figure for the same months. The most striking feature is that the aerosol distribution is largely zonal. The maximum in equatorial oceanswasnot previouslyacknowledged. The large value of xa in the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal is found in April and July, 1998, which is believed to be contributed from fossil fuel combustion and windblown dusts. The July maximum of "q in the Arabian Sea is also evident in the retrievals using the AVHRR radiance measurements (Husar et al., 1997; Mishchenko et al., 1999) .
In aerosol retrievals using the AVHRR measurements, Rajeev et al. (2000) found that, in As can beexpected,the latitudinal distributionof ARF changessignificantly with seasons dueto the changein the noontimesolarzenithangle.The upperpanelof Fig. 4 showsthat,averagedover oceanicareaof respectivelatitudezones,thecooling at TOA in the summerhemisphereis 6-8 W m"2, but decreases significantly in the winter hemisphere. Averagedover a year,the two hemispheres arerathersymmetric(lower panel).Maximum cooling occurs at high latitudes and in the equatorial region. As can be seen from the difference between the forcing at TOA and the surface, aerosols significantly enhance the solar heating of the atmosphere in the tropics, with a maximum of-2 W m "2 at 10*N.
During the 1997-1998 El Nino period, the big Indonesian fires produced a large amount of aerosols. Figure 5 shows that in October 1997 the ARF in the neighborhood of the maritime continents reaches -10 W/m 2 at TOA and -25 W/m 2 at the surface, with an enhanced atmospheric solar heating of 15 W/m 2. This large change in the atmospheric and surface radiation budgets over a large area is expected to have a significant impact on the regional and seasonal climate. Generally, the reduced surface heating due to aerosols will reduce the transfer of water vapor and latent heat to the atmosphere. The atmospheric boundary layer will be more stable and the atmospheric circulation is expected to be less rigorous.
In a GCM study of the climatic implication of enhanced cloud absorption of solar radiation, Kielh et al. (1996) found that the extra solar heating of the upper troposphere due to cloud absorption enhanced the stability of the atmosphere, weakened the Hadley circulation, and reduced surface latent heat flux. Since the big [1997] [1998] Indonesianforestburning lastedfor severalmonthsandcovereda largearea,it might havea similar effect as the excesscloud absorptionof solarradiationin deceleratingthe hydrologicalcycle and in strengthening thedroughtof the regionassociated with theEl Nino.
The largestARF occursin theeasternportion of the tropicalAtlantic andspread Not only the error is large, but also the sign is reversed.
Conclusions
The direct aerosol radiative forcing (ARF) over global oceans is calculated using the solar radiation model of Chou and Suarez (1999) 
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